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The	case	 for	a	carbon	 tax	 is	a	compelling	one,	given	our	
current	 macroeconomic	 quandary	 and	 our	 apparent	
inability	to	deal	with	climate	change.	Each	of	these	factors	
alone	can	make	the	case	persuasively.	When	we	take	them	




















































































































































































































































































The Mosbacher InsƟtute was founded in 2009 to honor Robert A. Mosbacher, Secretary of Commerce from 1989‐
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of Global Markets, Energy in a Global Economy, and Governance and Public Services – our objecƟve is to advance the 
design of policies for tomorrow’s challenges. 
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Objection:	Congress	will	see	the	carbon	tax	
revenue	as	an	invitation	to	increase	spending	
to	match.		
A	carbon	tax	bill	should	stipulate	that	if	
spending	in	the	previous	year	grew	in	real	
(inϐlation‐adjusted)	terms,	then	the	planned	
increase	of	the	tax	rate	would	not	occur.	In	
sum,	the	annual	increases	in	the	carbon	tax	
of	4%	plus	inϐlation	would	only	happen	if	
spending	were	stabilized	in	real	terms.	This	
may	not	be	enough	to	deter	future	spending	
hikes,	but	it	will	keep	more	carbon	tax	
revenues	from	being	used	to	pay	for	them.	
	
Objection:	A	carbon	tax	may	look	to	some	
like	an	attempt	to	eliminate	the	use	of	all	
fossil	fuels.			
All	fossil	fuels	are	not	created	equal.	A	
carbon	tax	would	likely	be	a	boon	to	the	U.S.	
natural	gas	industry.	Why?	In	a	conventional	
coal	plant,	it	takes	3	million	BTUs	to	
generate	1	million	BTU	of	electricity.	In	
modern	combined‐cycle	natural	gas	
powered	plants,	it	takes	only	2	million	BTUs	
to	generate	the	equivalent	electricity.	
Moreover,	each	million	BTU	of	coal	emits	
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